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Under weak regularity conditions of the covariance sequence, it is shown that the 
joint limiting distribution of the maxima on each coordinate of a stationary 
Gaussian multivariate sequence is that of independent random variables with 
marginal Gumbel distributions. % 1985 Academic Press, 1~. 
Let X, = (X,(l),..., X,(p)), n > 1, be a stationary p-dimensional discrete 
Gaussian process with mean, variance, and covariance given, respectively, by 
EX, = (EX,(i) = 0, I < i < p), VX,=(VX,(i)= I,1 <i<p), 
r/d(n) = cowm(k)~ x* + n(O), 1 < k, 1 < p. 
The aim of this paper is to study the limit distribution of the extreme 
values Y, = {Max,,;& Xi(l),..., MaxIGiG,X,(p)}. 
Our main result is expressed in the 
THEOREM. Zf for some a = 1,2 ,..., 
and 
then lim,,, P(Y, < a,x + b,) = JJg=, exp(-exp(-xi)), 
(a I,nxI + bI,,,..., ap,,,xp + bp,,) and where 
(1) 
(2) 
with a,x + b, = 
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qn = (2 Log n) - 1’2 
bi,, = (2 Log n)i’2 - i(2 Log n)-“Z(Log Log n + Log 4n) 
Xi E R for l<i<p. 
ProoJ: By a direct generalization of a technical lemma of Leadbetter (see 
[2, Lemma 3.3]), it can be proved that if (AT,,)“>, is a normalized Gaussian 
sequence of RP with covariance matrix A = (r,Jm), I < k, I< p, m > 0) then 
for any u = (U ,,..., uD) E RP, 
IP(X, < UY.., x < u) - @Yu)l 
<K C n 2 Irk,(m)1 (1 - r:l(m))-“2 exp T(u), 
1 Ck.10 m=l 
(3) 
where 0(u) is the p-dimensional distribution function of a normal random 
vector with zero expectation, unit variance, and covariance matrix B = 
(rkl(o)y 1 < k, I< P), 
T(u) = - 2~1 _ ;:,(,,, b: - 2 1 kl( )I r m ukul + u:), and K is a constant. 
We intend here to prove the covergence to zero of (3) as n -+ co, where 
24 = u, = Q,X + b, = (Ul,, )...) Up,J. 
First, using conditions (1) and (2) we obtain that if rk,(n) + 0 as n + co, 
then rk,(n) is always < 1 for any n 2 1. (By stationarity, if rk,(n) = 1 for 
some n > 1 then rk,(n) = 1 infinitely often, which contradicts the fact that 
rkl(n) + 0 as n -+ co.) Hence, it is easy to see that sup.> i 1 rkr(n)l < 1 and 
thus (1 - r:,(m)) - I” is bounded from above. Hence, it follows that 
expression (3) does not exceed 
n 2 irkdm)l exp T(un) 
m=l 
+K z n 5 Irdm>l eW--ui,,ll + hWl1 =A +B. 
l<l$P m=l 
In a second step we prove the convergence to 0 of A as n -+ co, by using 
condition (1). Let 6 = maxk+! max,>, Irk,(n)1 < 1 and let p be a constant 
such that 0 < p < (1 - S)/(l + S). By writing C, = min(lu,,,I,..., lu,,,l) Q 
min() ZJ~,~ 1, I u,,, I), we have the inequality 
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Thus 
A <K C l<k+lO ??I=1 
[noI 
=K c n s I rkl(m)i exp+Ci/l + hklb)b 
lSk+l<P m=1 
+K s n 2 irkdm)l exp{-Ci/l + 1 rkl(m>i 1 
l<k+l<P m=[nQ+l 
=C+D. 
The first sum C is dominated by 
K’nrP exp(-Ci/l + 6) = K’n”+ ‘{exp(-C~/2)}““” 
~K//~D+l-2/~l+S~(~o~n)lll+“, K”ER*+ 
+O as n + co (from the choice of p), 
since exp(-C:/2) < exp(-ur,,/2) < K,(Log n)‘12/n (1 < i Q p), K, E R * +. 
From the inequality (1 + r))’ > (1 - r), Iri ( 1, we see that the second 
sum D does not exceed 
K c 1 <kfl<p n m=$,+ l I rkj(m>\ exp(-Ci> exp(Ci 1 rkdm>i)’ (4) 
. 
Since rkl(n) + 0 as IZ + co, we have for all E > 0 and for m > [d], 
exp(Ct, I rkdm>l> < exp(CiE) 
< exp(4,,&). 
We know that u:,, = 2Logn-LogLogn+O(l) as n-03, so that we 
obtain the inequalities 
exp(u&s) < exp{(2 Log n - Log Log n + M)s) 
= exp(Ms) n2E(Log n)-’ 
GM’ exp(Ms) nzE= Cn”, M,M’, and CER*+, 
by using the fact that (Log n)-“< M’ for an arbitrarily large n. Thus for all 
E > 0 and for m > [#I, 
exp(Ci 1 rkdm)l) < Cn2', CER*+. 
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Thus it follows that the sum (4) is dominated by 
c’ 12KP n exp(-Ci) nzE 5 I rktW19 C’ER*+. (5) rn=]nQ+l 
For a suitable choice of E > 0, the expression (5) will tend to zero as 
n+aJ. 
By Holder’s inequality, we obtain that the sum (5) is dominated by 
C’ 2 n 1+2eexp(-C~) n’-l/” 
l<k+l<p 
( iit* lr,,(m)la) 1’a 
C”ER*+, 
since exp(-Ci) < exp(-uf,.) < K, Log n/n’, K, E R * +. 
We finally show that both factors tend to zero as n -+ co. For the second 
one, it is an immediate consequence of condition (1). The first one converges 
to zero if E is chosen such that E E 10, 1/2a[. The proof of the convergence 
of D to zero as n 4 co is now complete. 
Using condition (2), the same technique can be used here to prove the 
convergence to zero of B as n -+ co. Thus, 
lim P(Y,, < Q,X + b,) = lim P(X, < Q,X + b,,..., X,, < Q,X + 6,) 
n-+52 n-u2 
= ,ll% @"(a,~ + b,) = fi exp(-exp(-xi)) 
i=l 
from the i.i.d. case (see [l]), and this finishes the proof of the theorem. 
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